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Coupled Genomic Evolutionary Histories as Signatures
of Organismal Innovations in Cephalopods
Co-evolutionary Signatures Across Levels of Genome Organization May Shed Light on
Functional Linkage and Origin of Cephalopod Novelties

Elena A. Ritschard, Brooke Whitelaw, Caroline B. Albertin, Ira R. Cooke, Jan M. Strugnell,
and Oleg Simakov*

How genomic innovation translates into organismal organization remains
largely unanswered. Possessing the largest invertebrate nervous system, in
conjunction with many species-specific organs, coleoid cephalopods
(octopuses, squids, cuttlefishes) provide exciting model systems to investigate
how organismal novelties evolve. However, dissecting these processes
requires novel approaches that enable deeper interrogation of genome
evolution. Here, the existence of specific sets of genomic co-evolutionary
signatures between expanded gene families, genome reorganization, and
novel genes is posited. It is reasoned that their co-evolution has contributed
to the complex organization of cephalopod nervous systems and the
emergence of ecologically unique organs. In the course of reviewing this field,
how the first cephalopod genomic studies have begun to shed light on the
molecular underpinnings of morphological novelty is illustrated and their
impact on directing future research is described. It is argued that the
application and evolutionary profiling of evolutionary signatures from these
studies will help identify and dissect the organismal principles of cephalopod
innovations. By providing specific examples, the implications of this approach
both within and beyond cephalopod biology are discussed.

1. Introduction

Evolutionary novelty is associated with a wide range of genetic
mechanisms. Recent studies have begun to uncover the role
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of various levels of genome organization
in the evolution of phenotypic novelties.[1–3]

These include, but are not limited to,
novel gene emergence (i.e., taxonomically
restricted genes), gene duplications, and
genome rearrangements.[4–6] Each play a
role in the modification and extension of
the existing regulatory landscapes that de-
fine physiological systems, organs, tissues,
and cell types [7–9] (Box 1).
Often, however, it remains difficult

to associate specific genetic or genomic
changes with their morphological and
functional outcomes. This problem be-
comes increasingly more difficult for more
complex systems, such as the genetic ba-
sis of vertebrate brain development and
organization[10] or that of other complex
nervous systems, such as those found
in cephalopod molluscs.[11] While further
functional data (e.g., gene knock-down/out)
is absolutely necessary in dissecting such
systems, novel approaches to comparative
genomics are also required to quantify
and reveal the key contributors among the

various genomic characters to individual morphological or devel-
opmental innovations.
Through ongoing technological progress and the availability

of many genomic resources, such an approach is now becoming
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Box 1
Levels of genome organization in metazoans and their regulatory context

Complex transitions in body plan organization have defined
animal evolution (e.g., the origin of multicellularity, the ap-
pearance of bilateral symmetry accompanied by the develop-
ment of a through-gut, the evolution of centralized nervous
systems).[6] Increasing evidence from comparative genomic
studies (e.g., refs. [30,32,105–109] has shifted the traditional
paradigm that these and other organismal transitions were
related to a “step-wise” increase in genome complexity to-
ward the hypothesis of an already complex ur-metazoan an-
cestor). For instance, studies found evidence for conserved
gene order (also termed synteny), protein domain architec-
ture, and gene structure (e.g., exon–intron composition) in
early branching lineages,[105,106,110] suggesting these features
were present in the metazoan ancestor. Crucial cell signal-
ing and developmental gene family complements (e.g., Wnts,
TGFbeta, Hedgehog, Hox, and Sox) are highly conserved
in most metazoans, including early branching lineages like
sponges[105] and cnidarians.[106] Because of their absence out-
side Metazoa, these have been suggested to be “true” ani-
mal gene novelties.[6,109] Altogether, these ancestral genomic
features have largely contributed to the evolution of modern
metazoans as building blocks that were modified in different
metazoan lineages. Such modifications can be expansions of
pre-existing gene repertoires via gene duplication (including
whole genome duplications as in the vertebrate lineage) or re-
arrangements of the ancestral synteny blocks (order of genes).
Novel genetic material can also arise by novel/orphan gene
formation (i.e., genes with no sequence homology outside of
a taxon). These evolutionary events are what we here refer to
as levels of genome organization, and each contributes differ-
ently to the evolution of individual metazoan lineages.
An important aspect of the evolution of these levels of

genome organization is gene regulation. Changes in protein
coding regions in the genome, from single nucleotide substi-
tutions to gene duplications, were thought to be major drivers
of evolution and thus the focus of most studies. While this
is true for the evolution of many physiological processes, in-
creasing importance is now given to regulation of gene expres-
sion as an evolutionary force.[1] However, we do not consider
it here as an independent force but rather a “groundfloor” in

which the different levels of genome organization change, in-
teract with each other, and consequently contribute to evolu-
tionary transitions.

• Gene duplication: duplication of regulatory sequences
and/or their target genes can generate new interactions
in a regulatory network.[111] Following duplication, copies
may share at the beginning same regulatory properties,
and this redundancy will permit their subsequent di-
vergence without altering the overall ancestral function.
Such divergence can happen either by dividing the ances-
tral repertoire of regulatory interactions between the two
copies (i.e., sub-functionalization) or by the acquirement
of novel regulatory pathways by one of the paralogues (i.e.,
neo-functionalization). Moreover, the extent to which par-
alogues contribute to regulatory network evolution also
depends on the duplication dynamics. For example, tan-
dem duplication may contribute to the maintenance of the
copies in close proximity to each other and thus ances-
tral interactions, favoring sub- over neo-functionalization.
Additional genome architecture modifications may result
in translocation of paralogues (e.g., by genome rearrange-
ments), establishing new regulatory interactions that were
not present in the ancestral gene because of new “territory
colonization.” This can favor neo-functionalization.

• Novel gene emergence: as in the case of duplicated genes
evolving via neo-functionalization, novel genes may con-
tribute to the generation of new regulatory interactions.
Their contribution to regulatory networks will highly de-
pend on the architectural landscape (i.e., composition of
regulatory loops and promotors/enhancers found therein)
of the chromosomal region where these genes originate.

• Genome rearrangements: maintenance of gene order is im-
portant in the context of architectural and functional loop-
ing of the genome. These loops, also termed topologically
associated domains (TADs), bring regulatory elements and
their targets into close proximity.[9] Therefore, genome re-
arrangements impose a high impact on generating novel
regulatory interactions as theymay break these existing reg-
ulatory loops.

feasible. Sampling gaps are starting to be filled due to advances
in high throughput sequencing methods and development and
application of functional tools for many non-model organisms
(e.g., ref. [12]). The existing genomic and functional data for
a few key metazoan species have revealed a complex picture
of both coding and noncoding region evolution.[6] We are now
beginning to understand how different scales of genome orga-
nization (Box 1) have contributed to the evolution of various
animal groups.[6] We refer to those combinations of genomic
characters as modes of genome evolution and suggest that they
are a result of complex selective pressures on the regulatory
architecture of the genome as a whole.

Given such improved understanding of genome evolution
across metazoans, it is becoming necessary to (re)consider the
organismal context of genomic novelties. In particular, genomic
novelties affecting a single organ or cell type are likely to play
a role in the evolution of functionally linked tissues and/or
structures,[13,14] a concept generally referred to as co-evolution.
In the original definition, co-evolution is implicated when, for
example, the phylogenies of host and symbiont taxa are congru-
ent, a phenomenon known as co-divergence (e.g., refs. [15,16]).
However, this term has been also applied to study protein inter-
action evolution.[17–19] At the simplest level this involves, and can
be measured as, co-evolution between genes of different gene
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Figure 1. Cephalopod diversity and examples of unique adaptations. a) Symbiotic light organ in bobtail squid (Euprymna scolopes), image contribution:
Sarah McAnulty, b) dynamic skin patterning for camouflaging in octopus (Octopus tetricus), image contribution: Julian Finn, c) adhesive glands in pygmy
squid (Family Idiosepiidae), image contribution: Rickard Zerpe, and d) toxin-producing salivary glands in blue-ringed octopus (Genus Hapalochlaena),
image contribution: Julian Finn.

families by, for example, phylogenetic profiling[20] or the mir-
rortree approach.[21] How this ultimately links to co-evolution at
themorphological level, remains unclear. Therefore, amore com-
plete approach across several levels of genomic organization is re-
quired. Such an approach should take into account the contribu-
tion of all genomic characters (mode of genome evolution), such
as the origin of novel coding genes, gene duplication, noncoding
elements, genome reorganization, etc. Here we explore how
those different modes of genome evolution have contributed to
the origin of novelties in the organismal context. We ask whether,
and how, the individual genomic evolutionary signatures across
and within tissues and organs can show signs of co-evolution,
reflecting functional linkage.
Coleoid cephalopods (cuttlefishes, squids, and octopuses) are

an ideal model taxon for this endeavor. Cephalopods are consid-
ered to possess themost elaborate invertebrate nervous system, a
notion that is likely linked to their complex behavioral repertoire,
their active predatory mode of life, and their ability to rapidly
manipulate skin texture and color for camouflage and display.
Additionally, their adaptation to a wide range of marine envi-
ronments is associated with a suite of morphological novelties
that have evolved across the subclass such as light and adhesive
organs, accessory nidamental glands, sucker ring teeth, toxin
producing salivary glands, among others (Figure 1). Cephalopods
have thus been the target of several research areas[22,23] such
as behavioral biology,[24] phylogeography,[25] development,[26–28]

neurobiology,[11,28,29] and, more recently, genomics.[28] They
provide a fruitful, yet almost entirely unexplored model sys-
tem to study the role of genomic innovations shaping mor-
phology, development, and behavior. Investigating genomic
signatures behind those adaptations may help reveal fundamen-
tal insights into the co-evolution of novel features in the organis-
mal context. This will open up an exciting possibility to explore
functional linkage in the evolutionary histories of distinct genetic
components. Additionally, the discovery of such signatures could
be used to trace back the functionally linked regions within in-
dividual tissues or organs, thus helping understand their
functionality by identifying key linked genomic components.

2. Which Genomic Changes Drive Organismal
Novelty? A Multi-Scale Approach

Many studies have identified and linked genomic and morpho-
logical changes in metazoans (see Box 1). However, genome se-
quencing has failed to provide a pattern or a comprehensive an-
swer with regards to which genetic components drive morpho-
logical novelty. So far, most studies have focused on case-by-case
studies to identify individual factors of the genetic framework
required for a given morphological change. Those studies have
identified genetic contributions behind both monogenic and
polygenic trait types well suited model systems (e.g., ref. [31]).
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The origins of evolutionary novelty in other less studied systems
are difficult to reveal due to the often-large genome sizes, lack of
understanding of the underlying gene regulation, but also the ab-
sence of functional methods to probe it. Moreover, even studies
on well-established model systems rarely consider the evolution-
ary balance between different genomic characters contributing to
the organismal novelty. Research has been largely constrained by
the methodological approaches and tools available, mostly focus-
ing on individual gene families and/or their dynamics. No study,
to our knowledge, considers the combined evolutionary history
and the co-evolutionary trajectories of various genomic charac-
ters in metazoans.
There is an increasing interest to explore this multi-scale ap-

proach as any change occurs in the global context of genome or-
ganization, encompassing several levels, from single nucleotide
substitutions to gene order changes on chromosomal scales
(Box 1). We previously have argued for the existence of several
“modes” of genome evolution[6] where certain genomic charac-
ters are more likely to change than others depending on species
or clade. This pattern has been found for several model species,
and similar findings for other non-model metazoan groups can
be identified.[32] One of the key emerging observations are the
distinct pathways along which metazoan genome architecture
can be utilized. For example, global gene loss is common in the
Drosophila lineage,[33,34] whereas gene redundancy throughwhole
genome duplication has shaped other species groups, most no-
tably vertebrates.[35,36] Such genome expansions or contractions
have an ultimate effect on intergenic distances, regulatory ele-
ment, and gene density and their topological structure. Further-
more, different levels of genome organization may contribute
preferentially to certain organs or tissues, that is, some organs
may be more prone to evolve in hand with certain types of ge-
nomic novelty. For example, taxon-specific traits have been found
to be enriched in novel genes (also termed orphan genes or genes
with de novo origin, i.e., genes with no sequence similarity out-
side a species/taxon).[37,38] Because of the functional linkage be-
tween organs, tissues, and cells, it is increasingly important to
understand how those different genomic changes synergistically
contribute to organismal novelty.
Altogether, to begin to link genomic changes to morphology,

there is a need to account for different modes of genome evolu-
tion (i.e., a multi-scale approach). This will permit us to identify
the co-evolutionary trajectories ofmajor genomic changes reflect-
ing functional linkages in the organismal context.

3. Cephalopods: Model Systems for the Study of
Genome Evolution Behind Organismal Novelty

Cephalopods (nautiloids, cuttlefish, squid, and octopus) are mol-
luscs with a unique body plan and nervous system. The major
extant coleoid lineages, the Octopodiformes and the Decapodi-
formes, diverged around 270 million years ago (mya).[39] Since
then, there have been subsequent radiations of squids and cut-
tlefishes in the Jurassic and incirrate octopuses in the Cretaceous
that have been linked to the radiation of bony fishes.[39] Mor-
phological novelties in cephalopods include camera-type eyes
that evolved convergently with those found in vertebrates[40]

and flexible arms and tentacles that are thought to be derived

from the molluscan foot.[41,42] Together with the partial or com-
plete loss of the molluscan shell, the arm crown has been
proposed as a major morphological innovation for their diver-
sification as it likely enabled these animals to become agile
predators.[43] Moreover, cephalopods have the largest nervous sys-
tems among invertebrates,[11] rivaling vertebrates in terms of size
and complexity.[44] In the octopus brain, around a third of the
neurons are contained in central lobes surrounding the esoph-
agus and two optic lobes; the remaining two thirds are dis-
tributed within the arms, mainly in the axial nerve cord (ANC).[45]

Despite this general configuration, there are large differences
in the structure of the central nervous systems within coleoid
cephalopods, likely a result of species-specific adaptations.[46]

Coupled with this neuronal sophistication, cephalopods have
also evolved a complex behavioral repertoire,[24] which includes
their camouflaging abilities. This is mediated by chromatophore
cells in the skin that contain pigment granules. Their expan-
sion and contraction is achieved through radial muscles that,
under neural control, allow the animals to rapidly adjust body
coloration.[47]

Only recently could genomic studies of cephalopods be
accomplished.[30,48–50] Large and repetitive genomes were hin-
dering sequencing and assembly.[30,48] Despite the scarcity of
sampling, those studies revealed various levels of genome or-
ganization such as the emergence of novel genes, gene fam-
ily expansions, RNA editing, and extensive genome rearrange-
ments, as possible drivers for the evolution of cephalopod mor-
phological novelties (Figure 2). For example, the independently
expanded C2H2 zinc fingers and protocadherin gene fami-
lies in both vertebrates and cephalopods have been argued to
have facilitated their neuronal diversity.[30,51,52] Moreover, several
cephalopod- and octopus-specific expansions have been observed
for G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs); some of them related
to the evolution of the ANC.[53] A recent study of the Hawai-
ian bobtail squid (Euprymna scolopes), has shown that its light
organ (LO), a specialized symbiotic structure that houses lu-
minescent bacteria, expresses tandemly duplicated genes (i.e.,
reflectins).[54] Another symbiotic organ present in many squid
species, the accessory nidamental gland (ANG), was found to
be enriched in novel genes.[49] Same scenario was found for
other tissues, such as suckers of Octopus bimaculoides.[30] Fur-
thermore, cephalopods employ epigenetic mechanisms such as
extensive RNA editing to generate diversity of their transcripts.
RNA editing was found to underlie temperature adaptation in
potassium channels in polar octopuses[55] and to be enriched in
transcripts expressed in nervous tissues, similar to vertebrates.[56]

Finally, genome rearrangements at the coleoid ancestor split con-
served gene clusters found across different metazoan levels (e.g.,
molluscs, lophotrochozoan, bilaterians) possibly providing novel
cephalopod-specific gene regulatory domains.[49]

Overall, we are starting to gain insights into the diverse ge-
nomic mechanisms underlying morphological novelties in these
animals. This now provides the opportunity to study the evolu-
tionary interactions among those various genomic characters and
unravel the diversity of cephalopod modes of genome evolution.
In the following sections, we will outline hypotheses on how evo-
lution of genomes across those different levels may be function-
ally linked and reflect organizational principles of cephalopod
organs or tissues.
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Figure 2. Different levels of genome organization and their contribution to morphological novelties in cephalopods. a) Individual levels of genome
organization (i.e., genome rearrangements, local duplications, novel gene emergence, and RNA editing) and their contribution at organismal level (see
text) in b) E. scolopes (illustration by Hannah Schmidbaur) and c) O. bimaculoides are color-coded. ANG: accessory nidamental gland; LO: light organ;
ANC: axial nerve cord.

4. Co-Expanding Gene Families Explain the
Diversification of Cephalopod Neural Circuits

4.1. Gene Duplications as a Major Driver of Neural Circuit
Divergence

Gene duplication as proposed by Ohno[57] promoted the notion
of novelty emergence via sub- or neofunctionalization of gene
copies (Box 1).Many studies have identified the role of this power-
ful mechanism during nervous system evolution (e.g., refs. [58–
61]). For instance, gene duplication has been proposed to be in-
volved in whole brain pathway duplication during the evolution
of complex behaviors, such as vocal learning.[59] Particularly, du-
plication of transcription factors (e.g., Hox genes) has been hy-
pothesized to result in the formation of parallel circuits. These
replicated circuits could ultimately diverge driven by changes
in other genes involved in axon guidance[59] and neural connec-
tivity. For instance, membrane receptors, upon duplication, fa-
cilitate diversification of synapses (and neural cell identity) via
subfunctionalization.[61] One specific example is the extensive
gain and losses of odorant receptors (ORs) in mammals, which
have resulted in chemosensory repertoires of various sizes in dif-
ferent lineages.[62,63] OR genes are expressed in sensory neurons
of the olfactory epithelium following a “one receptor per neuron”
pattern.[64] The specific expression of these genes has been shown
to determine the transcription of cell adhesive and repulsive pro-
teins (e.g., protocadherins[65]) that control axon fasciculation dur-
ing the convergence of same-type OR neurons into a glomerulus

in the olfactory bulb.[64] Additionally, during early embryogenesis,
axonal projections of these neurons is regulated by genes of other
highly expanded families in vertebrates, the zinc finger transcrip-
tion factors.[66] Therefore, changes in OR gene repertoires, to-
gether with other expanded gene families, play a role in shaping
the olfactory system architecture with ultimate implications for
olfactory system adaptations to the environment.[58]

Similarly, in cephalopods, the biggest gene family expansions
(i.e., C2H2 zinc fingers and protocadherins) are almost exclu-
sively expressed in nervous tissues.[30] Genes from other expan-
sions, like the GPCRs, are mainly expressed outside of the brain,
but in novel or highly derived cephalopod structures such as the
ANC, suckers, and skin.[53] Therefore, it can be expected that gene
family expansions in cephalopod genomes have played a role
in the evolution of their complex nervous system and function-
ally linked structures. Here, we propose two hypothetical scenar-
ios in which signatures of co-evolution between expanded fami-
lies can help us to address neural architecture and innovation in
cephalopods (Figure 3).

4.2. Co-Evolving Adhesive Proteins Explain Neural Wiring
in the Axial Nerve Cord

As in vertebrate olfactory neurons,[64,65] adhesive molecules can
be involved in neural wiring, forming or avoiding links between
particular neurons. In cephalopods, two groups of adhesion pro-
teins have been found to be expanded: protocadherins[30] and
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Figure 3. Dissecting cephalopod neuronal complexity through signatures of genomic co-evolution. When comparing the topology of two gene family
expansions (e.g., a) Protocadherins and GPCRs and b) C2H2 zinc fingers and GPCRs), a co-evolutionary scenario can be suggested by similar branching
patterns, evolutionary rates (i.e., branch lengths), and selection signatures (here represented as stars) of a particular group of duplicated genes. Co-
evolution at the genome level can then be related to the co-evolution of cell types and/or structures where the expanded gene families are expressed
(brain and the axial nerve cord, as shown in (c)).

adhesion GPCRs.[53] It has been hypothesized that the octopus-
specific adhesion GPCR expansion complements the enlarged
protocadherin repertoire in the ANC, as both have been found to
be highly expressed in that neural tissue.[53] We suggest that this
complementation could be either positive (e.g., if both expanded
families appear to be co-expressed in same neural cells) or nega-
tive (e.g., if the use of one type of adhesion protein restricts the
use of the other one and thus contributes to different cell type
identities) and is related to the neural wiring in the ANC. Single
cell expression data and associated reconstruction of gene regu-
latory networks or expression modules could help elucidate the
nature of this hypothesized complementation. Moreover, com-
parisons between duplication events of ANC-specific adhesion
GPCRs and protocadherins could give insights into the possi-
ble scenario of co-evolution of these expanded gene families and
their interaction (Figure 3a). For instance, mirror phylogenies of
co-evolving genes can be a result of compensatory changes be-
tween interacting proteins or mutual involvement in same cel-
lular processes.[17] Therefore, a possible scenario of co-evolution
between these two gene family expansions could be explained by
compensatory changes after gene duplications because of their
involvement in neural identity within the ANC. Additionally, ex-
panded adhesion GPCRs were found to evolve under positive se-
lection via neofunctionalization[53] and if there was co-evolution
with a set of expanded protocadherins, we can expect to see the
same selection signatures (Figure 3a) using synonymous to non-
synonymous ratio tests. Altogether, such an event might have di-
versified neural wiring and contributed to new functions in the
ANC.

4.3. Signatures of Co-Evolution in Gene Duplications Help
Dissect Cephalopod Neural Circuit Organization

Co-evolutionary patterns between gene family expansions may
furthermore help us to understand what type of network

connectivity and signal encoding cephalopods employ. Many ani-
mals represent the body in the brain through somatotopy, where
regions of the body map to specific regions in the brain, as in
the somatosensory cortex in vertebrates. An alternative solution
could be a temporally encoded network, where input from more
distal regions would accumulate as it reaches the central brain.[67]

How signals are encoded in cephalopods is not well understood.
While the presence of somatotopic maps has been proposed,[11]

there is no evidence for their existence in higher brain centers.[68]

We argue that co-evolution signatures of distinct gene families
employed in region specification of the central brain (e.g., C2H2
zinc fingers) and neuronal functionality in the arms and distal
structures (e.g., GPCRs in suckers, skin, and ANC) may help re-
veal which scenario is most likely. For example, if somatotopic
representation holds, we can expect co-evolution both at the tim-
ing of duplication events (as inferred by the tree topology) as well
as in the presence of signatures of positive selection at certain
phylogenetic tree nodes (Figure 3b). Such scenario could also
hint at whether brain pathway duplication is linked to gene du-
plication as proposed for vocal learning evolution.[59] Absence of
such co-evolutionary signatures, on the other hand, may indicate
a different, non-somatotopic, form of signal encoding and type of
nervous system organization.[11,67,69]

Taken together, co-evolutionary signatures may reveal princi-
ples of cephalopod neuronal organization, both at the local cell–
cell interaction and neural circuit wiring.

5. Gene Duplications Explain Lineage-Specific
Adaptations in Cephalopods

Outside of the brain, co-evolutionary signatures may help reveal
molecular players behind the emergence of many other species-
specific organs involved in adaptation. For example, venom
glands of cephalopods provide for an opportunity to study the ef-
fect of toxin evolution through gene duplication and their impact
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on the whole organism. Recent studies based on extensive quan-
titative transcriptomics across many body tissues in venomous
and nonvenomous snakes have proposed that ancestral versions
of venom genes are widely expressed, including in the venom
gland.[70] Based on these findings, the “restriction” model was
proposed, where the key event leading to the evolution of toxi-
city is a mutation in a regulatory region leading to venom-gland-
specific expression of one of the gene copies. A related model of
“stepwise intermediate nearly neutral evolutionary recruitment”
(SINNER)[71] suggests “proto-venom” genes are expressed in oral
secretory glands at low levels. A switch to higher levels of gene
expression in venom glands is followed by a reduction in gene ex-
pression in other tissues driven by toxicity of the tissue itself.[71]

This fine scale control and specialization is a prime example
of mechanisms involved in venom evolution and potentially re-
quired for the recruitment of novel gene copies.[72,73]

Likewise, gene duplications are believed to be behind the evo-
lution of cephalopod venoms. The evolutionary origin of puta-
tive toxin proteins in these animals has been attributed to sev-
eral gene families. One example are serine proteases that show
dramatic expansions with almost exclusive expression within the
venom gland.[74] Another example are tachykinin and tachykinin-
like venoms. Tachykinins are a large family of neuropeptides
found throughout the metazoans. They play a role in regulation
of vasodilation and muscle contraction. In octopods, the exis-
tence of a tachykinin receptor throughout peripheral tissues and
the heart[75] suggests that these ancient roles are preserved,[76] but
in some species tachykinins have also been recruited as key active
components of venom.[77–79] It thus seems likely that the venom
tachykinins have arisen through neofunctionalization of existing
endogenous tachykinins. However, it has not yet been possible
to properly investigate the evolutionary history of these genes
in cephalopods due to a lack of genome sequences for species
known to produce tachykinin venom proteins. Additionally, there
are few transcriptomes of cephalopod venom glands that can pro-
vide information on expression within the tissue.[80] Despite this,
a dynamic evolutionary picture is emerging, for example, a loss of
tachykinin expression in the venom gland has been observed in
the southern blue-ringed octopus (Hapalochlaena maculosa).[81,82]

Due to the inclusion of the potent non-proteinaceous neurotoxin
tetrodotoxin (TTX) in H. maculosa, proteinaceous neurotoxins
are considered to be redundant. Taken together, we expect to find
co-evolutionary signatures also between genes expressed in neu-
ronal and nonneuronal structures.

6. Emerging Key Role of Other Genomic Characters
Driving Cephalopod Organismal Innovations

While evolution by gene duplication is one of the main mech-
anisms of genome evolution, it only comprises a single type of
genomic innovation. For example, many changes observed in
human and primate brain evolution rely on single amino acid
changes as well as changes in the regulation of main regulators,
such as FoxP2, in combination with gene duplications.[83,84] This
illustrates the need for a holistic view of genome evolution in
understanding genomic background behind various morpholog-
ical novelties. Previous studies reveal existence of other levels of
genome organization such as novel gene formation and genome

rearrangements contributing to cephalopod evolution (Figure 2).
Belowwe discuss their combined contribution to evolutionary in-
novations in these animals and outline the evidence for the pres-
ence of interactions across levels of genome organization that
can be informative in unraveling fundamental principles of func-
tional coupling between tissues and organs in cephalopods.

6.1. Genome Reorganization in the Coleoid Ancestor Shifted the
Regulatory Context of Cephalopod Innovations

While many studies identified various types of gene novelties,
their genomic locationwas usually not considered due to the frag-
mented nature of many available genomes. With improving se-
quencing technologies, we can now study how genes are orga-
nized in chromosomes and how their location changes across
animal genomes. Recent studies highlight highly local aspects
of gene regulation, primarily due to the 3D organization of the
genome, which subdivides the genome into regions of loops with
high contact density.[85] Together, such loops form topologically
associating domains (TADs),[86] which coordinate transcription
by bringing the transcription start site and often large enhancer
regions with bound transcription factors into closer proximity
with one another.[87] Thus, the genomic location and the regula-
tory context of any novelty is important. For instance,many genes
duplicate tandemly, presumably preserving their regulatory re-
gions. This results in higher co-expression, as can be observed
for recent GPCR expansions in cephalopods.[53] In contrast, when
gene duplicates are inserted through retro-transposition in a
more distant region, this will likely lead to a completely different
level of expression and potential function (see Box 1).
In this respect, genome reorganization can break the existing

regulatory landscape and generate novel domains (Figure 4).[88]

Using gene order conservation analysis (synteny), recent stud-
ies revealed the presence of a large-scale genome reorganization
in the ancestral coleoid cephalopod genome.[49] Novel cephalo-
pod gene syntenies seem to express in different tissues without a
clear enrichment.[49] Thus, it is yet to be revealed how much the
expression of the novel and expanded genes has been affected
by this reorganization. Furthermore, the role of genome reorga-
nization after the diversification of the coleoid ancestor remains
unknown as we currently lack genomes for many of the more
recently diverged representatives. Further comparative genomic
and transcriptomic studies are required to decipher the role of
genome reorganization in cephalopods.
Another driver behind genomic context formation is genome

expansion through transposable elements (TEs). Many studies
have shown that transposons can generate additional material
for the evolution of enhancer and other regulatory elements,
comprising complex regulatory code.[89,90] Cephalopod genomes
have been shown to possess an abundance of repeats and the
repeat content is strikingly different between the two major lin-
eages (i.e., Octopodiformes and Decapodiformes). While short
interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) seem to dominate octo-
pus genomes, long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) con-
tributed to the large expansion of squid genomes.[49] Together,
these expansions have likely contributed to the large intergenic
distances observed in cephalopod lineages. The most outstand-
ing case is the partial Hox gene cluster in E. scolopes with
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Figure 4. Regulatory landscape transition in cephalopods after extensive genome reorganizations and its impact on other genomic novelties. Genome
rearrangements are proposed to dominate early coleoid evolution, where ancestral regulatory architecture (grey) broke and re-shuffled, possibly con-
tributing to the formation of unique cephalopod regulatory landscapes (represented here as purple, green, blue, and orange). Clade-specific evolution
was largely driven by gene family and repeat expansions (black circles) and novel gene emergence (white circles) in both squids and octopuses. This re-
arranged genomic context of novelty likely contributed to the emergence of novel expression domains and/or changes of pre-existing ones (hypothetical
expression patterns are shown in squid and octopus, right), providing a “base-line” for other levels of genome organization to interact with each other
(e.g., novel genes and gene duplications). ANC: axial nerve cord; ANG: accessory nidamental gland; LO: light organ.

intergenic distances between neighboring Hox genes of around
2Mb,[49] the largest so far reported in the animal kingdom (even
compared to much larger genomes, such as axolotl[91]). Further
studies are needed to assess their function in respect to the
unique Hox expression domains reported for cephalopods.[92]

Overall, genome reorganization represents a major contribu-
tor to genome evolution in cephalopods, having a strong impact
on the regulatory context of other genomic innovations. While it
played a key role in the ancestral diversification of the clade, its
role on the evolution of more recently diverged lineages remains
to be investigated.

6.2. Novel Gene Emergence during Key Evolutionary Transitions
in Cephalopods: Largely Unexplored

Contrary to gene duplications, novel genes were enigmatic,
and not considered as a major evolutionary driver until
recently.[5,37,93,94] These can arise either de novo from noncod-
ing sequences or through accelerated evolution after a gene
duplication event. Functions of novel genes have been stud-
ied in a few select animal model species (reviewed in refs.
[94–96]) and have been hypothesized to be relevant for taxon-
specific adaptations.[38,97] Some genomic studies estimate the
high propensity of novel gene formation in animal genomes,
yet also show a contribution of significant loss, likely due to
selection.[98] While most studies have associated gene dupli-
cation with either sub- or neo-functionalized scenarios, evo-
lutionarily fixed novel genes are likely to be associated with
neo-functionalization[99] (Box 1). However, it is unclear to what
extent novel genes can be incorporated into the already existing
networks to facilitate sub-functionalization[98,100] and eventually
perform key organismal functions in specific tissues.[101]

In cephalopods, we find distinct signatures of novel gene con-
tribution in certain organs. The expression of reflectins, as one
example of a unique cephalopod gene family, is responsible for

the iridescence of the skin.[102] Additionally, a symbiotic organ of
E. scolopes, the ANG, shows a higher expression of novel genes
(Figure 2) than other tissues.[49] Unlike in other species, where
functional approaches can disentangle the function of those
novel genes, very little is known about them in cephalopods. It
is not clear whether they contribute to the evolution of new or,
rather, act as an addition to the already existing core gene regu-
latory networks. Their genomic location, however, provides addi-
tional insight into the likely mechanism: novel genes expressed
in the ANG in Euprymna are located on the same scaffold, sug-
gesting co-regulation.[49] While the function of those genes re-
mains to be investigated, their correlated emergence and expres-
sion with other types of novelty (e.g., gene duplications) may help
establish functional links between and within tissues.
Taken together, emerging genomic data indicates the impor-

tance of looking simultaneously across different levels of genome
organization, as many of them have been shown to be associated
with cephalopod novelties. Their co-evolutionary signatures may
help reveal functional connectivity.

7. Toward the Quantification of Modes of Genome
Evolution

To be able to further study genomic character evolution in
cephalopods, more complete genomes and more sophisticated
tools are required to enable deeper comparative and functional
analysis. Although the recent genomic studies using cephalopods
have shown great insight into the evolution of genomic novelty,
currently only a handful of cephalopod genomes have been pub-
lished. The greatmajority of themare representatives ofOctopod-
iformes (i.e., O. bimaculoides,[30] Octopus vulgaris,[50] Callistocto-
pus minor,[48] and the Decapodiform E. scolopes[49]). Given that the
divergence time between Decapodiformes and Octopodiformes
is estimated to be around 270 mya, much higher taxonomic
sampling is needed (particularly within the decapodiform
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lineage) in order to identify their modes of genome evolution.
Within Octopodiformes, more basally branching species (such as
cirrate octopods) would be required to reconstruct how indepen-
dent gene family expansions occurred, and the extent to which
gene co-localization is affected by genome reorganization within
each clade.
Recent advances in sequencing approaches allow for complete

chromosomal reconstructions of the genome.[103,104] It is becom-
ingmore affordable to generate such data for any species of inter-
est. This leads to an unprecedented opportunity to identify how
different genomic characters evolve in distinct clades. Two major
approaches in evolutionary dating of genomic characters are us-
ing empirical dating estimates and parsimony approaches (e.g.,
phylostratigraphic dating[105]). One of the widely usedmethods to
study the evolutionary history of genes is through phylogenetic
approaches. To this end, the timing of gene duplication can be di-
rectly estimated. Using the example of large gene families, such
as zinc-finger transcription factors in cephalopods, we can iden-
tify many species-specific duplication events and estimate their
timing. Additionally, branch length estimation indicates the to-
tal amount of amino acid or nucleotide substitutions at a given
branch in a phylogenetic tree enabling the quantification of evo-
lutionary rates.
Another approach is to study the turnover rate in the non-

coding regions of the genomes. Many genomes are enriched
in transposable elements and these can comprise over 50% of
the total DNA.[106] Given that many of them are transcription-
ally active, it is not surprising to observe different repeat land-
scapes even in closely related species. Themeasurement of trans-
poson activity, however, is difficult due to their short length
(for both detection and distance estimation) and the reliance on
consensus-based methods. In cephalopods, we cannot achieve
resolution beyond 100 million years ago,[30] much younger than
the estimated coleoid divergence of around 270 million years.
For many other genomic characters (e.g., novel genes), no mod-
els for their empirical dating exist yet and the only approach to
estimate their gain and loss dynamics is through parsimony or
phylostratigraphy.[5,20]

Taken together, quantifying the evolution of genomic charac-
ters across scales, from modification of individual nucleotide se-
quences, to changes of gene family sizes, to their order on the
chromosomes, will allow for a complete picture of the various
modes of genome evolution in cephalopods. Presence of differ-
ent modes of evolution can be expected in different cephalopod
lineages due to various selective regimes. Additionally, while in
some species or even organs, one genomic novelty can dominate,
another mode can contribute to a different organ. Cephalopods
with their large and complex genomes and complex morphology
provide for a good model to study this general property of meta-
zoan genomes.

8. Conclusions and Prospects

How genomic information translates into phenotype is
still largely unknown outside of a relatively few examples.
Cephalopods, given their many phenotypic innovations and
large and complex genomes, provide for a unique model system
to study the effect of various genomic characters on the pheno-

type. We show that a transition to multi-scale genome analyses,
considering how distinct levels of genomic organization are
evolving at the same time, is required to achieve this goal. We
show specific examples where organs in cephalopods were
associated with distinct types of genomic novelties. We argue
that deciphering genomic signatures of co-evolution in several
organ systems will allow us to dissect their functional linkage.
This may reveal general principles that connect genomic and
organismal evolution and thereby provide key insights required
to identify evolutionarily linked subsystems in cephalopods and
beyond.
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